In 14 hundred 92
Columbus sailed
the ocean blue... .
Columbus died
a broken man,
his discovery
unacclaimed;
today his day
does go unnoticed

see story page 8
Tentative agreement reached in contract talks

by Bob DiBella

A "tentative agreement" has been reached between the university and the Building Service Union Local 254 representing the maintenance workers, but the agreement still must be approved by the Board of Trustees finance committee and the maintenance workers.

Trustee John Griffin said "we have come to a tentative agreement, but it must still be approved by the maintenance workers and the finance committee." Griffin would not divulge any of the terms included in the pact.

"Mr. Francis X. Flannery has the figures. I would not want to pass out any information at this point, except to say that it was "tentative" and had to be accepted by all parties involved. Griffin, however, said that he was not in any position to discuss the matter, but did say he thought the negotiations "will wind up satisfactory."

The maintenance and custodial workers still do not have a contract. In the last contract which expired in July, the university paid the worker's medical insurance. Two years ago, the university paid 15 percent of the workers' medical insurance. The following year, according to Griffin, the university paid 10 percent of the cost, making the total 25 percent. The workers were excluded from the payments under their contract, but when it expired, they were faced with the 25 percent increase which they refused to pay.

A custodian, said that a suggestion was made by the union pertaining to the student activity fee. "If there is any medical involvement, if the university agrees, he said, then the package would be a good one. If the university does not agree on terms, the parties will have to renegotiate, and the decision, he concluded, will be made outside of court."

Moderator William McCormick of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service of Boston said "I have no comment to make on this matter, it is approved by the party's involved. I feel I am not at liberty to divulge anything at all about the parties."

Donna Kaplan, Local 254 representative, said that it was not at the meeting when the offer was proposed, and said "there is some movement on both sides. It looks good, but it is up in the air."

The tentative agreement said the 25 percent increase will eliminate their rate of 13 percent over the next two years, which was last offer. Remarked one custodian, there won't even be $2 left. That isn't even enough for a sixpack."

"It's long past the time for an increase," explained SGA Vice President William Sutherland. "We've really felt the pinch this year with the tight budget."

Anne Clark, chairman of the President's Council agreed that inflation is the prime reason for increasing the activity fee. "Student programs are paying today's inflated prices," she stated. "But we are still working with the old student activities fee. An increase would be for the student's benefit, and they could get involved and get something out of that fee."

Student Activities Director Bonnie Betten-Redd also supports an increased fee in order to keep the quality of student programs high. "The fee needs to go up, but not a tremendous amount," she explained. "I think a cost-of-living increase would help because it has come to the point where we either cut some programs or we increase the activities fee."

Suffolk Management Information Services Director Paul Ladd added that the university appears to have more students than last year. "The preliminary numbers are between 4,700 to 4,800 students in the colleges," he said.

Ladd added that the final amount will depend on student withdrawals and the mix of part time and evening students who only pay a $5 activity fee. He said that it appears that the part-time student population has increased, but it will not help the budget situation of the SGA that much.

Kiklis also stated that bills from last year's budget was caused by two factors: no carry over from the previous year and because the SGA is "still paying for last year's bills."

The original 1977/78 SGA budget was about $67,000, according to Kiklis, but that included a carry over of $8,000 from the previous year. There was no carry over money available this fall because most of it was used to pay for the Junior-Junior Year events which ran almost $8,000 over the projected budget.

"The Junior-Junior committee didn't do their homework in planning the events," Kiklis said. "They didn't follow all the rules (of SGA budgeting) and completely over spent their funds."

Kiklis also stated that bills from last year's SGA are still being received which must be paid from the current SGA funds because there was no carry over. A bill for about $2,000 was received Tuesday to pay for last year's course evaluations. The original allocation for the evaluation project was only $1,200.

"They (SGA last year) left the burden on us this year," he said. "We're definitely paying for it now."

Every committee and organization which requested SGA funding received a mix SGA page 4

Office changes cause hard feelings

by Donna Lombardi

Office changes in the university for the past two months have caused dissatisfaction and hard feelings among the clubs and organizations who were forced to release.

Last summer, History Professor Dr. Vern Sarafian and the Campus Ministry were asked to move out of their Archer offices. In the Ridgeway Lane, the Rebecca Club and the Ventura Literary Magazine were asked to move out of their offices.

 According to Counseling Center Director, Dr. Kenneth Garni, President Thomas A. Fulham moved the minority students' advisor Linda Lewis from the first floor of Archer to Sarafian's office in the Counseling Center at Garni's suggestion. The move was made in order to improve the services of the minority students' advisor, according to Garni.

"What we did essentially was expand a program," said Garni. "Lewis moved down here, (Ridgeway). It's not the worst hit as all of its requested $5,050 was slashed from the budget."

SGA President Thomas Ellis stated that a hike in the activities fee was "inevitable," but he was unsure how much that hike might be. He added that a proposal to raise the fee will be brought forward before the College Council of the Board of Trustees. The fee activity fee was raised to $25 in all, some of the student leaders felt that with the high rate of inflation, a hike in the fee is unnecessary.

"The $25 fee is hurting the students because they are not getting the programs they want and deserve," said SGA Treasurer Dean Kiklis. "I think it will definitely be raised by the end of January (to take effect the next academic year) but only by $5 or $10."

SGA President Thomas Ellis stated that a hike in the activities fee was "inevitable," but he was unsure how much that hike might be. He added that a proposal to raise the fee will be brought forward before the College Council of the Board of Trustees in the next academic year.

The activity fee hike needed, says S.U. student leaders

by Ed Coletta

An increase in the student activity fee is sorely needed and almost inevitable, according to student organization leaders, who have been forced to alter budget plans because of the tight SGA budget for the 1978-79 academic year.

The mandatory $25 undergraduate fee yielded only about $51,000 to the SGA, which forced drastic cuts in the requested budgets of the President's Council and the SGA committees. The course evaluation committee was the worst hit as all of its requested $5,050 was slashed from the budget.

"The $25 fee is hurting the students because they are not getting the programs they want and deserve," said SGA Treasurer Dean Kiklis. "I think it will definitely be raised by the end of January (to take effect the next academic year) but only by $5 or $10."

SGA President Thomas Ellis stated that a hike in the activities fee was "inevitable," but he was unsure how much that hike might be. He added that a proposal to raise the fee will be brought forward before the College Council of the Board of Trustees in the next academic year.

The activity fee was raised to $25 in all, some of the student leaders felt that with the high rate of inflation, a hike in the fee is unnecessary.

"It's long past the time for an increase," explained SGA Vice President William Sutherland. "We've really felt the pinch this year with the tight budget."

Anne Clark, chairman of the President's Council agreed that inflation is the prime reason for increasing the activity fee.

"Student programs are paying today's inflated prices," she stated. "But we are still working with the old student activities fee. An increase would be for the student's benefit, and they could get involved and get something out of that fee."

Student Activities Director Bonnie Betten-Redd also supports an increased fee in order to keep the quality of student programs high.

"The fee needs to go up, but not a tremendous amount," she explained. "I think a cost-of-living increase would help because it has come to the point where we either cut some programs or we increase the activities fee."

Suffolk Management Information Services Director Paul Ladd added that the university appears to have more students than last year. "The preliminary numbers are between 4,700 to 4,800 students in the colleges," he said.

Ladd added that the final amount will depend on student withdrawals and the mix of part time and evening students who only pay a $5 activity fee. He said that it appears that the part-time student population has increased, but it will not help the budget situation of the SGA that much.

Kiklis also stated that bills from last year's budget was caused by two factors: no carry over from the previous year and because the SGA is "still paying for last year's bills."

The original 1977/78 SGA budget was about $67,000, according to Kiklis, but that included a carry over of $8,000 from the previous year. There was no carry over money available this fall because most of it was used to pay for the Junior-Junior Year events which ran almost $8,000 over the projected budget.

"The Junior-Junior committee didn't do their homework in planning the events," Kiklis said. "They didn't follow all the rules (of SGA budgeting) and completely over spent their funds."

Kiklis also stated that bills from last year's SGA are still being received which must be paid from the current SGA funds because there was no carry over. A bill for about $2,000 was received Tuesday to pay for last year's course evaluations. The original allocation for the evaluation project was only $1,200.

"They (SGA last year) left the burden on us this year," he said. "We're definitely paying for it now."
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SGA approves presidential appointees

by Frank Conte

The Student Government Association approved two presidential appointees for the positions of ombudsman and parliamentarian at this week's meeting.

Kevin Scott (Government '80) and Richard McCarthy (Government '79) both selected by SGA President Thomas Elias, were unanimously approved by the SGA in a voice vote. Both were former SGA members.

Scott was chosen as SGA ombudsman while McCarthy was appointed as the body's parliamentarian.

"I am going to work for more student involvement and make sure that the SGA knows what the students think," said Scott. The ombudsman serves as a liason between the SGA and students to solve problems that may arise.

"I've known, and worked with current SGA members and know the problems that they will be facing this year," commented McCarthy. The function of parliamentarian serves to solve problems which may occur concerning parliamentary procedure.

Treasurer Dean Kiklis informed the SGA committee to expect some budget cuts to help pay for an underestimated expense of $1,975 for the printing of this semester's Course Evaluation booklets. He indicated that some of the expense would come out of the SGA's operating expense budget, which is $5,100. The bill which arrived last Monday was not unexpected, "but it still came over what we expected," said Elias.

In other SGA actions members agreed to:

- send for consideration to the program committee an appropriation of $250 for a Boston Flamenco Ballet presentation to be co-sponsored with the LIFE committee.
- meet at a special meeting called by Elias on Oct. 12 in Fenton 636A.
- a consideration to amend a special election law regarding seats vacated by resignation, disability or death.
- approve an appropriation of $618.20 for tomorrow's Rathskellar.
- considered forming a booster club for Suffolk athletics.
- approved a program committee request to allocate $350 for a stage presentation of Mark Twain stories.

Committees reported:

- $90 was paid for damages which occurred on the booze cruise.
- one of the nine mini courses, TV Production, was cancelled because of lack of interest.

see SGA page 14

Mountaineering: the science and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported by amateurs and aficionados. So the Mountaineering is a skill that requires a certain dedication and precision. It is a sport that can be as serious or as fun as one wants it to be.

Mountaineers are a unique breed. They are the work of cynics, nay-sayers and chronic malcontents. Similarly, the ambience of an athletic afternoon (e.g. The Big Game) is another ideal moment. Downing the mountains elevates the morale of the fan and, hence, the team. Therefore, if you care at all about the outcome, it is your duty to mountaineer:

Mountaineering is considered mandatory to do so. Imagine the feeling of relief when you take a few things finer than a cold, naturally refreshing taste mile (of Student Union, or just about anywhere) to lunch. In the time!

Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported by the above-mentioned groups. It is a sport that can be as serious or as fun as one wants it to be. The Big Game is another ideal moment. Downing the mountains elevates the morale of the fan and, hence, the team. Therefore, if you care at all about the outcome, it is your duty to mountaineer:

Mountaineering is considered mandatory to do so. Imagine the feeling of relief when you take a few things finer than a cold, naturally refreshing taste mile (of Student Union, or just about anywhere) to lunch. In the time!
Five clubs granted President’s Council funds

Tight SGA budget forces call for activity fee hike

Applications available for Danforth, Fulbright awards

Campus Representative Wanted $75 per week

Tuition Aid For Leaders New England Marketing Company seeking students to develop business

Local Campus Areas Call: 396-2442

Applications available for Danforth, Fulbright awards

by Don Jones

Applicants for the highly competitive Danforth Graduate and Fulbright Scholarships are now being accepted from college seniors throughout the country undertaking a graduate level program of study. Deadline for application is Oct. 15.

The Danforth scholarship is limited to students committed to Ph.D. careers in a college or university, teaching subject matter of a liberal arts curriculum. The Fulbright Fellowship allows more choice of study for the student with an emphasis on language.

Approximately 100-110 fellowships will be awarded in the Danforth program, with 25 percent of those awards going to Blacks, Mexican American, Native Americans, and other minorities. Approximately 285 Fulbright scholarships will be available.

History Professor David L. Robbins, Liaison Officer and member of the Danforth and Fulbright Fellowship Committee, says that among those students who apply for the aid scholarships, three will be nominated. The committee consists of six members: Assistant History Professor Doctor John Berg; Associate Language Professor Dr. Deane Johnson; English Professor Doctor Robert Johnson; Associate Psychology Professor Doctor Margaret Lloyd; Associate Math Professor Doctor Elvie Strong; and Associate Philosophy Professor Dennis Oughton.

Robbins said nominations will be based on academic record and career objectives.

Although Robbins encourages students to compete, he warns that the competition for the Danforth Fellowship is tough.

Approximately 1000 students will be awarded to college seniors who are nominated by the Recruitment Liaison Officers. AllDon 40 to 50 awards will be made to Ph.D. degree students, nominated by Postbaccalaureate Liaison Officers.

Robbins, who has been liaison officer and a committee member since 1975, comments that no SNU University students have won the Danforth Graduate Fellowship since the college became associated with the St. Louis Foundation in the late 1950’s.

Robbins said the reason for the college’s lack of success is due to lack of recognition from foundation board members to receive the recognition are big name schools,” said Robbins, “and often times the students who attend these schools are most likely to receive the fellowships. As a result, a Suffolk University student who is nominated is the underdog to the student attending the more prestigious colleges.

The liaison officer also said even though the Suffolk student may be equally qualified as his contender, he is still denied the fellowship. “This doesn’t mean that the student isn’t good, it’s just that it is one of those cases where the student’s name simply doesn’t go down for the competition,” emphasized Robbins. He said institutions like Boston College, Boston University, and approximately 90 percent of other colleges in the United States also have approximately 40 to 50 percent of all fellowships.

The competition is that heavy.

The Danforth Foundation seeks recipients with special teaching abilities who have a constructive relationship with students. “A student’s contribution to a community is a high concern for human values,” said Robbins.

“Also he must have a must have a moral for the relationship of ethical and moral values to individual and college life, along with achievement in service.”

The road involving the fellowship, according to Robbins, is extremely intimate one. “First he must be nominated to take the screening examination which is required by the majority of colleges.”

The student must achieve a score on the SAT exams minimum of 600. “If the student does well in the SAT exams then the Foundation gives that undergraduate some consideration, but that is just another of many factors,” Robbins said.

Robbins also said that if the Suffolk University student is a finalist, he will be interviewed in March 1979 by a Massachusetts based operation that is part of the Danforth Foundation. “It’s a volunteer staff operation based in the Suffolk area in the Commonwealth,” said Robbins. “It’s a personal interview where the student is faced with some of the interview questions that he will get the award.”

Approximately 20 percent of the applicants for the award will be notified. There will be 1,500 applications available for the Danforth Graduate Fellowships.

Robbins feels that the Danforth Fellowship is one of the most important grants provided. “If a student wanted to take a year off from college the foundation would hold the money for him.”

Robbins said the Danforth Graduate Fellowship is a non-renovable, pending satisfactory progress toward the degree and loyalty to the program, up to a total of four years. A single or married student with no children can receive an award of $3,500. Students who are household or have a child can receive up to $2,500.

Discussing the Fulbright Fellowships, Robbins said that competition for the awards varies in several ways from the Danforth. There is no initial examination given by Fulbright, also named the Educational Exchange Program.

The application process also differs in terms of allowing the student a choice of work SCHOLARSHIP page 14
Area colleges protest government regulations

by Maria Girvin

A group of Massachusetts colleges recently protested new federal regulations aimed at curbing the high rate of National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) defaults. Financial Aid Director Edwin Middleton believes that these regulations were initiated to gain tighter control over proprietary schools such as hairdresser or computer schools, who might be abusing the federal program. However, he fears that these restrictions may drift towards responsible programs.

Specifically, the proposed regulations affect administrative aspects of the Financial Aid Office such as staffing requirements and accountability. It is Middleton's impression that the federal government wants a more direct line of control with the college's financial aid program.

"As far as I'm concerned," began Assistant Financial Aid Director Darcey Linch.<br><br>"Our first accountability is to the students, next in line is the institution and finally to the federal government. But we have to stay in line with federal programs. It is clear that the co-ordinator could encounter."

Middleton agreed. "I'm sure the board will also see the need for a co-ordinator," said Fulham. "It is most important to have all the problems with the proposal before the beginning of next semester when the trustees will decide the budget for next year."

"It is most important to have all the problems with the proposal before the beginning of next semester when the trustees will decide the budget for next year." Fulkham added that there is an urgency to complete the revision of the proposal before the beginning of next semester when the trustees will decide the budget for next year.

In estimating Suffolk's loan defaults since 1958 that can not be written off, Michael Dyer gave a figure of 17 percent. He feels this compares favorably to other schools whose loan defaults range anywhere between 20 and 90 percent non-repayment of loans.

President Thomas A. Fulham does not see an immediate problem with the proposed restrictions on staffing, but sees it more as an idle threat. "We don't feel that the government should tell us what qualifications we have to meet before admitting us to the program," said Fulham. "Some offices work better with fewer people than with many."

Students are selected according to grade average, degree requirements and jobs available. The opportunity is open to seniors and juniors but seniors are preferred because juniors may require less. This is the third semester that the program has been in operation. New students are chosen each semester.

Students chosen will pay their tuition to Suffolk and receive 12 credits for the actual work and those credits for participation in any of the available seminars. Tuition also covers housing in an apartment building where students from approximately 200 other colleges, also participating in the program, will be staying.

Some of the students who have already participated in the program are Arin Atira, who worked in the Program Evaluation Dept., Pat Gilroy, who worked in the National Chamber of Commerce, and Dave Weston who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

Students presently in Washington are: Kevin Bowen and Mary Beth Sullivan, both working for the Public Defender Service; Kevin Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control. Students present in Washington are: Kevin Bowen and Mary Beth Sullivan, both working for the Public Defender Service; Kevin Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control. Students present in Washington: Kevin Bowen and Mary Beth Sullivan, both working for the Public Defender Service; Kevin Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

PRIMO'S ITALIA SUBS

Specializing
in Quality

Telephone: 742-5458

UNCONCERNED - President Thomas A. Fulham does not see a problem with federally proposed staff reductions in the FAO, which has ignored federal recommendations in the past.

SU students eligible for Washington jobs

by Julie Woods

Government Professor John Berg in cooperation with the Washington Center for Learning Alternatives (WCLA) has made it possible for five Suffolk students to spend a semester in Washington working jobs that pertain to government-related fields.

Students are selected according to grade average, degree requirements and jobs available. The opportunity is open to seniors and juniors but seniors are preferred because juniors may require less. This is the third semester that the program has been in operation. New students are chosen each semester.

Students chosen will pay their tuition to Suffolk and receive 12 credits for the actual work and those credits for participation in any of the available seminars. Tuition also covers housing in an apartment building where students from approximately 200 other colleges, also participating in the program, will be staying.

Some of the students who have already participated in the program are Arin Atira, who worked in the Program Evaluation Dept., Pat Gilroy, who worked in the National Chamber of Commerce, and Dave Weston who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

Students presently in Washington are: Kevin Bowen and Mary Beth Sullivan, both working for the Public Defender Service; Kevin Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

Students present in Washington: Kevin Bowen and Mary Beth Sullivan, both working for the Public Defender Service; Kevin Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

Atrier, who worked in the Program, and Stew Wenheg who was the editor of the inter-office newsletters for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.
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Money replaces Moot Court service scholarships

by Janet Constantakes and Nina Gaeta

Money has been allocated to Moot Court Executive Board Members as an alternate plan due to the elimination of automatic service scholarships, according to Law School Dean David Sargent. The Board of Trustees also voted in September, to give authorization to grant Moot Court Executive Board Members research assistantships on the basis of need. The budget set for the assistantships is $3,000 with the limitation that no member can receive more than $1,000. This budget money is part of the general Law School budget.

In the previous scholarship situation, each of the five members on the Moot Court Executive Board was automatically awarded a $600 deduction in tuition payments, according to the Board of Trustees. The Executive Board President Jeff Oppenheim said he does not know how the money will be dispersed among the members of the Executive board, but said he had it would be distributed evenly. "It's up to the Dean (Sargent)," he said. "I should hope that the presidents of Moot Court will not have to fight every year to get money."

Oppenheim stated that he thinks the research assistantship grants will be narrowly defined by Board of Trustees members.

Sargent stated that the money being granted for assistantships will be based on the amount of academic research work the applicant is involved in.

Law Review editors are the only students receiving automatic service scholarships for the 1978-79 academic year. These scholarships have been retained because of a prior commitment made by the board.

The Law Review scholarships will have to be reviewed by the Board of Trustees again this year to decide if scholarship funding will be available next year. Presently, there are three editions receiving Law Review full-tuition scholarships, and 11 other editorial members receiving one half tuition scholarships. These scholarships were allocated on the basis of editors sometimes working 70 to 80 hours a week on Law Review Journal.

Law Review staff members publish five issues of the Suffolk University Law Review throughout the year. Each issue contains approximately 7,500 pages. "The Law Review adds prestige to the Law School and has even been cited by the Supreme Court of the United States," stated Editor-in-Chief Daniel Gilmore.

The editors assume that further scholarship funding will be available next year. Gilmore, remarked that without those scholarships there would be no editors.

Sargent said it was the board's opinion that the positions of SBA President and Moot Court Executive Board members were a sufficient honor to attract students to those positions.

SBA President Steve Kramer had no comment about his present situation. "Although both programs are continuing, the impact, if any, of cutting the automatic scholarships remains to be seen."

Because of the limited funds the Board of Trustees decided to eliminate automatic scholarships as of July 1, 1978 and to provide scholarships based solely on student need. This year's scholarship budget is approximately $825,000.

New law library copiers to be installed soon

by Laura Gannon

The Law Library's four copy machines will be replaced with new, more efficient machines in November.

"The new machines will be dry copy, making a better quality copy," says Assistant Law Librarian Pat Brown. "They can produce a copy in only five seconds, generating the extra ten seconds these machines require shutting themselves off."

Instant Copies in Wellesley Hills owns the machines according to IC District Manager James Belanger, and will install and service them at no cost to the university. The price for individual copies will remain at five cents, said Brown.

There has been a problem with the machines frequently being posted with "out of order" signs. Brown says the machines seldom break down, they run out of paper. "When one is empty, the others follow in a chain reaction." Instead of 1700 sheets of paper each new machine will have a capacity for 2000 sheets. Brown thinks the extra paper will be enough to meet student demand.

Last year the Student Bar Association was concerned with the machines always "running on empty", and discussed the matter with Brown. SBA President Steve Kramer said that at the time the machines were still under a contract that has since expired. He is pleased with the future replacements and says the dry copy will be a "nice improvement."
Higher fee or fewer programs?

The drastic cuts made by the Student Government Association in its 1978-79 budget will have a crippling effect on the student life of the university.

Services that the SGA and its subsidiaries provide to students have been under-funded and in one case, eliminated.

Course Evaluation, which became the bible of the entering student this fall, has been totally cut from a request of $5,060. The 1970 Yearbook, which was so outstanding overall quality, had its requested budget cut by $1,500. The Social Committee of the SGA, which sponsors many social activities so necessary to a commuter university, had its budget cut by $3,500. The Council of Presidents, that dispenses funds for 21 student clubs, received $9,000, a drop of $1,000 from last year, $3,000 less than their request. If each club were given an average appropriation to work with, it would amount to only $130 per club.

The SGA faced two funding problems this year. The first was a drop in the general population of full-time students, resulting in a drop in the total amount of the activity fees, and the second is lack of a surplus from last year's SGA. For the past few years the SGA has carried a surplus, but through mis-management of the Junior-Senior Week, the $6,000 surplus of last year had to be used to pay the overspending on Junior-Senior Week. Course Evaluation also went over budget by almost $800, and this year's SGA is paying the total bill of $600.

It is possible that the SGA will receive additional funds over its projected budget of $51,633 from students entering in January, but the amount is likely to be insignificant.

The lack of foresight evidenced by last year's SGA and the drop in total funds has put SGA and the activities it dispenses under fire for the first time in its history. The lack of funds has caused a weakening in the role of the SGA and its subsidiaries provide to services that the SGA at its subsidiaries provide to students.

The revelation that money is still being provided to law School students for their work in activities will certainly compound the feelings of frustration and resentment undergraduate students and their leaders already have.

Members of the Moot Court Executive Board are receiving tuition credit under the new name of "research assistants." These assistantships are supposedly awarded on need, but not the fact that there is a definite budget of $3,000 available to five students that all will receive substantial amounts of money.

These students are, in effect, receiving service scholarships without being awarded a raise of the fee to compensate for inflation and the drop in student population.

Undergraduates: left out again

All service scholarships for undergraduate leaders at Suffolk were abolished last year by the Board of Trustees. The loss of funds has caused a weakening in the role of student activities and has resulted in bad feelings between the students and the board.

The prediction that money is still being provided to Law School students for their work in activities will certainly compound the feelings of frustration and resentment undergraduate students and their leaders already have.

All appeals of the undergraduates were ignored by the board. It was incorrectly reported in last week's issue of the Journal that there would be no pinball machines in the Ridgeway Lounge. Pinball machines are now in operation in the Lounge.

The duplicity which the administration and trustees treat the law students and the undergraduate students is a shocking disgrace.

All appeals of the undergraduates were ignored by the trustees, but the law students were not only given a hearing by the trustees, they were given funds.

The Board of Trustees apparently has little regret for the undergraduates and an even lower opinion of their worth. Undergraduate leaders who are neglected not only see the time they work on organizations to complete their need scholarships. Suffolk can not survive as a university if the directors of the administration are not fair to the students as a whole. It is time for fairness and honesty in the dealings of the administration with the undergraduate students.
Columbus Day—not just another long weekend

by Maureen Norton

Columbus Day, celebrated on October 9 this year, means nothing more than another day off to many "patriotic" citizens of Boston.

Its importance is fading steadily each year. One reason for its endangered existence could be because the holiday is no longer unique. Christopher Columbus founded America, once and for all. Now Columbus Day is another day to have to listen to noise and people hanging around with nothing to do.

J. Don O'Connell, 30, from South Boston, mentioned, "Columbus Day is important to me because I was brought up to believe that without Columbus there would be no America. We have no celebration, therefore, it's kind of hard to preach its importance to my children."

Tom Sheu remarked, "I enjoy the extra day off!"

Mixed emotions from both urban areas mean many people recognize Columbus Day but do not treat it seriously. It is a legal holiday and has been celebrated annually since 1929. Christopher Columbus died not knowing what he discovered.

Christopher Columbus spent his last days of life waiting to tell King Ferdinand of Spain about his fabulous adventures in the New World. He was 53 years old and in poor health by this time in his travels. He was cruelly treated. He was practically crippled and barely had enough money to survive his last few months of life. Columbus traveled back and forth to the king's court hoping he could call his tale to the stubborn king who was uninterested in hearing about his strange findings.

The explorer was entitled to a large share of the land found and deserved much more money for his discoveries. Spaniardslothed him because he was unable to find one ounce of gold to bring back to his mother country. Columbus died unhappy and unaware of what he did for the world.

Columbus received no recognition during his lifetime, and he even missed the chance of having the continents named in his honor. Christopher Columbus died without knowing what he did for future generations. Columbus died without knowing that the world was going to be enriched through his discovery.

Columbus received no recognition during his lifetime, and he even missed the chance of having the continents named in his honor. Christopher Columbus died without knowing what he did for future generations. Columbus died without knowing that the world was going to be enriched through his discovery.

Columbus received no recognition during his lifetime, and he even missed the chance of having the continents named in his honor. Christopher Columbus died without knowing what he did for future generations. Columbus died without knowing that the world was going to be enriched through his discovery.
Music flows while trains roll

by Lisa Bamberger

At the Washington Street station some people smiled, others only smirked, and many ignored the young man who was happily strumming his guitar and singing.

"Moonshadow"
The train pulled up, and everyone pushed towards the doors. A few people turned around and took a quarter or two of change into open guitar cases. The train pulled away, and there standing alone, still singing and strumming, is the subway musician.

Pilgrim, as he prefers to be called, is a guitarist from Tennessee, and still has his hair in its original dark brown. He has a narrative gray-haired woman dropped a few coins in his case and left. We may visit inhabited planets, says sci-fi author A.E. Van Vogt's "Adeliberndridor's Force," which moved faster than light, similar to the proposed tachyon experiments. Time dilation is a real phenomenon... it has been verified experimentally in a number of ways.

"But all is not lost," says Pohl. "It may happen. And maybe even sooner than you think." He explains that, about 60 years ago, the British Interplanetary Society (BIS) released the complete design for a lunar landing spacecraft. The design was based on the technology of that era, some 30 years before a human walked on the moon.

"Middle-aged and older women are the most likely to give," Pilgrim added as a young man dropped a few coins in his guitar case.

A teenaged boy sat with Pilgrim, listened to his music, talked and joked with him. He is a sort of "people." He is learning different kinds of music to try to please everyone.

"It's important to have people who share your personal interest in you and stay to listen to you for hours," Pilgrim said.

Pilgrim also mentions that "to finance something like the Daedalus starship would mean only a relative few economies over a 30 year period say, the equivalent of giving up a dozen projects like the B-1 bomber, or perhaps fifty nuclear aircraft carriers, or one equivalent to the Vietnam War. I would personally be willing to make any of those sacrifices..."

As Pohl spoke about the probabilities of extraterrestrial life and the problems of making contact, he pointed out how all of those problems have been handled by science-fiction writers in the past. Rather than dwelling on the fact that we can't yet travel at the speed of light, he speculates on what might happen in the future.

Albert Einstein theorized that anything traveling at, or close to, the speed of light would age more slowly than something traveling slower than that—a phenomenon called time dilation. The perceptions—and the bodily processes—of the voyagers are slowed," he explains. "They think they are traveling for a year or so, but outside the ship the Earth is growing old, the sun burns out, even the planets appear and die. Time dilation is a real phenomenon..."

Pohl says that "we science-fiction writers much prefer to have our ships move faster than light," he adds. "Sooner or later, someone or other will find some sort of trick, or larger context, or other evasion which will let us do what amounts to (light-speed) travel, somewhere. Maybe through space warps, or teleportation, or perhaps even through the tachyons... I think it's going to happen sooner rather than later."

But in the Washington Street station, including where the acoustics are pretty good. The Harvard station also has good acoustics, he says, but because he is not a member of the Music Under Boston program, he is often told to leave.

Music Under Boston (MUB), which began in September 1977, is a program that features subway musicians at Harvard, and soft rock music in Boston's subway system.

He had 50 cents stolen from him once. He has learned to be a little more cautious in his guitar case.

Sagittarius of Space, author Doc Smith described such a star. Other examples from science-fiction stories that have become scientific realities include interstellar travel by means of wave lengths, mentioned by Fred Hoyle in The Black Cloud, and Van Vogt's "Adeliberndridor's Force," which moved faster than light, similar to the proposed tachyon experiments for the part that is near the speed of light. A.E. Van Vogt's "Adeliberndridor's Force," which moved faster than light, similar to the proposed tachyon experiments for the part that is near the speed of light.

"I make the most money in the beginning of the summer before people are ready to return to work and go on their vacations. At the Harvard, Washington Street, and State Street stations, the acoustics are bad. Park Street is dead, he said.

David prefers Harvard station because he says the people are generally more intelligent and seem to appreciate his music, and soft rock music in Boston's subway system.

"Middle-aged and older women are the most likely to give," Pilgrim added as a young man dropped a few coins in his guitar case.

"But all is not lost," says Pohl. "It may happen. And maybe even sooner than you think." He explains that, about 60 years ago, the British Interplanetary Society (BIS) released the complete design for a lunar landing spacecraft. The design was based on the technology of that era, some 30 years before a human walked on the moon.

Pilgrim said over half of his involuntary listeners, and soft rock music in Boston's subway system, did not get closer than a sufficient distance away to listen to you for hours. Pilgrim prefers playing at the Washington Street station because the acoustics are pretty good. He prefers Harvard station because he says the people are generally more intelligent and seem to appreciate his music.

We can visit inhabited planets, says sci-fi author A.E. Van Vogt's "Adeliberndridor's Force," which moved faster than light, similar to the proposed tachyon experiments for the part that is near the speed of light. A.E. Van Vogt's "Adeliberndridor's Force," which moved faster than light, similar to the proposed tachyon experiments for the part that is near the speed of light. When there may be no other intelligent life within our galaxy — "Enough," says Pohl, "We are traveling for a year or so, but outside the ship the Earth is growing old, the sun burns out, even the planets appear and die. Time dilation is a real phenomenon..."

"But all is not lost," says Pohl. "It may happen. And maybe even sooner than you think." He explains that, about 60 years ago, the British Interplanetary Society (BIS) released the complete design for a lunar landing spacecraft. The design was based on the technology of that era, some 30 years before a human walked on the moon.

Pilgrim also mentions that "to finance something like the Daedalus starship would mean only a relative few economies over a 30 year period—say, the equivalent of giving up a dozen projects like the B-1 bomber, or perhaps fifty nuclear aircraft carriers, or one equivalent to the Vietnam War. I would personally be willing to make any of those sacrifices..."
Looking back on the Law dynasty

The relationships and friendships I've developed with professors, faculty, and associates from other colleges provide one with memories that I will always treasure," said Gale Law, former Suffolk Athletic Director.

Law, 65, has directed athletics at Suffolk for 32 years. He pioneered the university's athletic program back in 1946. He was head baseball coach for 31 years and was regarded as "the dean of New England basketball coaches." Also, during his reign, he directed 32 years of the baseball and golf teams.

Law was also director of lifetime basketball coaching record of 265 wins and 258 losses despite having a limited number of facilities. In his last two active years of coaching, he directed the basketball teams to appearances in the NCAA Division III post season tournament. During 1975, a group of his peers voted him the Doggie Julian Memorial Trophy for his contribution to the game of basketball. He has also served as president and treasurer of the New England Basketball Coaches Association.

He was a 1935 graduate of Springfield College, where he played football, basketball, lacrosse, and participated in track. He earned his master of education degree from Boston University.

When he started the Suffolk's athletic program after World War II, many of his first players were G.L.'s fresh out of the service. Over the years he developed some outstanding basketball players in the college ranks. Among them were Jack Resnick of Boston's West End, who once scored 75 points in a game, Guard Bill Vertino, who had a tryout with the Celtics and whom Law calls the best player he ever coached. Art Melone, now a college basketball official, Allan Dalton, drafted by the Celtics and the American Basketball Association, Jay Giffhorn, Kevin Burke, Christopher Tsiotos, Pat Ryan, a Division II All American, and Donovan Little.

Law was a traditionalist in coaching, preaching quickness and defense. To Law, however, winning was not everything. "Of course everyone wants to win," he said, "but "Yet, there is more to the game than that. I should be a learning process in a fun atmosphere. And a coach should treat his team like a family. The relationship between the players and the coaching staff should be a healthy one at all times."

Law's relationship with players did not end at graduation. Three years ago, about 40 of his former baseball and basketball players honored him at a dinner. They presented a citation to him from the Massachusetts House of Representatives commending him for his 30 years of coaching at Suffolk.

President Fulham said of Law's retirement, "Charlie Law has given a lifetime of service to Suffolk University and we are extremely grateful that he has. The beneficial influence he has exerted on more than a generation of young men is immeasurable. We miss him."

Law had this to say about Suffolk: "I'll miss the place. I've seen the university grow. I've seen it through the good as well as the bad. My memories of Suffolk I'll treasured always."

Women's tennis gains first win

by Joe Wilson

The drought is over. Suffolk's women's tennis team broke the ice with their first victory in more than a year over Eastern Nazarene College by a 2-3 score, a week ago Tuesday.

More impressively, Suffolk pulled this match out of the jaws of defeat by winning the last three singles and two doubles out of six straight games to close out the match.

Michelle Sheehland, also a straight set victor, 6-2, 6-3 over Laurie West "did a beautiful job of catching up," according to coach Ann Guilbert. "I've never seen her run as much as she did. Her opponent ran her from side to side but Michelle stayed with her."

Lina Toosii, "playing singles for the first time" lost 6-1, 6-2 to Diana Baer. Pam Siebeklowski and Lorraine Messina trounced Shari Broer and Pam Kelly 6-1, 6-4 in straight sets. Coach Guilbert commented, "It was Lorraine's first college match and she did a great job at the net, while Pam held up with her steady groundstrokes." She added, "I was very pleased with everyone's performance that day."

More recently, the University of Lowell brought the Suffolk women down to earth with a 3-1 victory last Friday. Not even number one singles player Mary Jo Healy could stop the U of L's charges as she lost 6-1, 2-6.

Monday, Emmanuel handed Suffolk their third loss of the season as they defeated them by a 3-1 score. Both teams forfeited one match and only Mary Jo Healy's 6-1, 6-4, 6-3-set two, and a one hour half bullter kept the women from being shut out for the second straight time.

Michelle Sheehland lost to Claire Linn of 6-1, 4-6, 36 and Pam Siebeklowski lost to Lisa Seegar, 2-10.

Rebekah Brock and Lorraine Mesina defeated 6-4, 6-2 in doubles action. Coach Guilbert commented, "The Emmanuel loss was a letdown. Both teams are pretty even."

One tidbit to the Emmanuel match was that "the cheering from Fenway Park made it a strange experience to play tennis in," said Guilbert.

The women's record on the year stands at 1-3.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT--Suffolk's Lois Rosal takes extra practice on her backhand after moving from doubles player to a singles player. She lost her first singles match by a slim 3-4, 4-6 margin.

Sports Commentary

Red Sox dreams turn to sorrow, old man Yaz must wait until next year

by Joe Fishbery

If in July anyone had suggested that the final weekend of the season would be of any importance to the Red Sox, be it they would have been tossed in the boo-boo hatch or driven directly to the happy funnel. Unfortunately, that seemingly preposterous idea turned out to be true.

What was thought to be an insurmountable lead of nine and one half games (14 games over N.Y. in July) continued to espouse a positive attitude. To Law, however, winning was not everything. "Of course everyone wants to win," he said, "yet, there is more to the game than that. I should be a learning process in a fun atmosphere. And a coach should treat his team like a family. The relationship between the players and the coaching staff should be a healthy one at all times."

Law's relationship with players did not end at graduation. Three years ago, about 40 of his former baseball and basketball players honored him at a dinner. They presented a citation to him from the Massachusetts House of Representatives commending him for his 30 years of coaching at Suffolk.

President Fulham said of Law's retirement, "Charlie Law has given a lifetime of service to Suffolk University and we are extremely grateful that he has. The beneficial influence he has exerted on more than a generation of young men is immeasurable. We miss him."

Law had this to say about Suffolk: "I'll miss the place. I've seen the university grow. I've seen it through the good as well as the bad. My memories of Suffolk I'll treasured always."

The recent injuries to Remy (bone chips in hand) and Evans (bounced by Mike Piaust football) cut sharply into the Red Sox starting plan. Remy's glove and speed was missed while the 25-year-old second baseman was declared disabled by back pains. The injury to Evans for a week but also, even though Dewey has been lost in one of his patented stunts since July, his bat is still stronger than that of Gary Hancock's, and Evans fielding and throwing is the best of any of the league's rightfielders.

Butch Hobson, admittedly but perhaps unwisely, struggled through 1978 with a painful right elbow that occasionally locked, and often produces wild throws to first base. The hustling third baseman's hitting also suffered through an acute power shortage after a quick start in April. If Hobson had had the operation in May he would have returned in mid season with a healthy elbow.

Injuries, however, are only part of the story. The high-priced Yankees with their husbantl fans and oppor tunity, powerh appy owner George Steinbrenner, hosted up just in time for the fading Sox. The departures of the overly aggressive manager Billy Martin combined with the arrival of a more mellow and contained dugout sergeant in Bob Lemon and the lack of publicity due to the N.Y.C. newspaper strike simmered down the squabbling and pettiness that had existed between the front office, the manager, and the players.

With the internal problems stashed away (at least temporarily) the Yankees played inspired, heads up baseball. The injuries to Bucky Dent, Willie Randolph, Thurman Munson and Mickey Rivers healed and pitcher Ed Figueroa and Catfish Hunter returned to form.

Although it was the players and not Don Zimmer who got up ground balls, and consistently failed to hit in the clutch or get the big out, Zim shouldn't be allowed to escape without any criticism. Aside from injuries, the regulars were given little time off as Zimmer exhibited little or no confidence in his bench (except for Jack Brohamer). Frank Duffy of all people should have been given better than three or four fielding errors at shortstop in July while filling in for Burleson apparently put Duffy in the manager's doghouse.

see RED SOX page 14
A sunny day cannot be guaranteed and nor can a dry canoe, but it is worth the price, every penny. Because for just $2.50 if a canoe is already owned. Daniel Boone does not have to rise from the grave to steer the river. After rowing for a good distance, one looks for a mahogany bank and at times, muddy the canoe can easily remain motionless. The turtles do not mind if their banks are being run over and it is just fine for the water like the world is ending. But who pays attention to turtles? One must cross the North Reading and cuts a mass through harvested fields and leaves them to reach the sea in Ipswich.

Stiffs ejected from IM football

by Jay Bosworth

The Intermetropolitan Football program received a major shake-up this week as the Stiffs were released from their bond of contract with the Individuals taking their place.

The Stiffs were forced to leave because their league stance has not been improved in their first two games. In an effort to stimulate more activity, the Individuals had suggested a number of changes which allowed the Individuals, who had missed the original league deadline, for entering the league. The Individuals were in favor of the change and finished out the remainder of their schedule.

This change could have a drastic effect on the Stiffs. The Stiffs were never considered much of a challenge even if they did show up, but the Individuals are last year’s run-away and had an awesome team last season.

This means that a team that was scheduled to face the Stiffs could be almost assured of a victory where as now they are almost assured of a loss. On the field, quarterback Bob Zuccaro led the Individuals to a heretofore unexpected win behind 22-14 victory over the Stiffs at the Chapman Field last Wednesday.

Zuccaro’s passing and scrambling eventually overcame Stiffs’ quarterback Jeff Putnam and Peter Wetherbee. In order to maintain the Stiffs’ offense, combining a powerful offense and a stingy defense, slut double teams the Individuals.

APO could never get their offense going as the Raiders’ defense kept APO deep in their end zone all the way until the end, across the waters.

The river is very shallow in spots. The spots are hidden from view until the canoe is almost stuck. The water is usually shallow enough for paddlers to jump into the water and push.

Brown trout, rainbows, browns, and pileated are there but only turtles can be seen swimming among them to escape the submerged branches. The fish mingle in weeds and eat anything that moves. They will not be after them but just get away from the instemment drive all adventure rivers which is to follow something until it ends. This writer has never fished the river.

Racing’s Dynamic duo

by Camille Verrochi

Mario Andretti, the Italian Stallion with horse power, captured the U.S. World Formula One Lotus 79, the hottest Grand Prix car on the track, last Sunday after tying a record of nine wins in a row. Andretti placed himself and his Lotus in the center of position for first run, on the inside. The dynamic duo, also the 1978 Formula One driving champions, have earned the victorious checked flag six times this year. But before all the champagne, Andretti hit a few bumps.

Andretti captured the U.S. World Championship on September 10, 1978, at the Italian Grand Prix at Monza, Italy, and then decided he wanted to win it since Phil Hill in 1961. But with the victories, came the agony of death. His teammate Ronnie Peterson was fatally injured in a fiery crash. It was the first fatality in Grand Prix racing in 18 months.

Andretti was a champion in his own right but actually, he drove for his boss, Colin Chapman. They began their relationship with the 1969 Watkins Glen, and so this year is like a reunion. This year, Andretti was offered a contract with Ferrari, who was quite tempting, but Enzo Ferrari is an extremely difficult man to drive for, so Andretti decided to go with Chapman and his Lotus once again.

Chapman, always concerned about the weight distribution of the feather-weight Lotus, has a valentine driver and mechanic in Andretti. He has unbelievable "street-sense" of sorting out and choosing racing cars, and being in the cockpit under any conditions. Andretti, an Italian-American, was born in Montecora, Italy. He never had a college education, and acquired his automotive aptitude from the gazzenkuts (crazed) and driven individuals.

He took him to see the Mille Migilia, one of the toughest open road races in Europe. Later, Andretti lied about his age, and at 13 he entered the first race. In 1955, Andretti’s father moved his family to Nazareto, Pa., and by 1956 Mario was racing again. By 1959, he was the test car in the racebook.

Along the way, Andretti has gone over 250,000 miles, and paid more than $300,000 in salaries. He is totally experienced in the racing scene.

IM Football standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMERICAN LEAGUE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoothies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raiders</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL LEAGUE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahogany</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Woody's latest a triumphant jump

E.G. MARSHALL and Geraldine Page in a rare moment of affection from Interiors.

BROOKE ADAM in Days of Heaven

The members of this family have been unable to relate to each other for most of their lives. Through limited use of flashbacks, however, shows how the daughters have been brought up by their parents, Eve and Arthur (E.G. Marshall), so that they are only able to experience phenomena that are either frequently negative or occur only rarely. Eve, in her own quest for artistic perfection places her offspring at arm's length throughout their childhood. The eldest and youngest daughters, Renata and Flyn (Kristin Griffith), are enthralled as youngest by their mother's love for art. As adults, they pursue their own forms of artistic self-expression, poetry and acting.

However, so distresses her mother that she not only develops a mental block on her daughter, but also a fanatical devotion to her father. Just below the surface of each of the children lies the unmistakable person of Woody Allen. While his characteristic situations is in the unifying unit, the children, each character reflects another side of his multi-faceted person.

Renata embodies Allen's current political positions; she is regressive, yet she still strives to achieve artistic perfection, which she can't afford to lose. Although the illness is chronic, she is constantly rewriting her previously published work, never to be published. Joey represents Allen's fear of his own possible self-actualization. His quest for self-expression is not artistic, nor for moralizing, but rather the story of millions of Americans whose nomadic lifestyle was so common in the days before World War I.
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E.G. MARSHALL and Geraldine Page in a rare moment of affection from Interiors.

BROOKE ADAM in Days of Heaven

The members of this family have been unable to relate to each other for most of their lives. Through limited use of flashbacks, however, shows how the daughters have been brought up by their parents, Eve and Arthur (E.G. Marshall), so that they are only able to experience phenomena that are either frequently negative or occur only rarely. Eve, in her own quest for artistic perfection places her offspring at arm's length throughout their childhood. The eldest and youngest daughters, Renata and Flyn (Kristin Griffith), are enthralled as youngest by their mother's love for art. As adults, they pursue their own forms of artistic self-expression, poetry and acting.

However, so distresses her mother that she not only develops a mental block on her daughter, but also a fanatical devotion to her father. Just below the surface of each of the children lies the unmistakable person of Woody Allen. While his characteristic situations is in the unifying unit, the children, each character reflects another side of his multi-faceted person.

Renata embodies Allen's current political positions; she is regressive, yet she still strives to achieve artistic perfection, which she can't afford to lose. Although the illness is chronic, she is constantly rewriting her previously published work, never to be published. Joey represents Allen's fear of his own possible self-actualization. His quest for self-expression is not artistic, nor for moralizing, but rather the story of millions of Americans whose nomadic lifestyle was so common in the days before World War I.
Points come out stars for popular *Annie*

**Annie**


Kathy Jo Kelly is amazing as Annie. A more endearing orphan has never graced the stage and therefore her joy is contagious. The first five minutes of the play Kelly has the audience wanting to adopt her. Her role is a pleasure, strong, true, and unmissably natural. Kelly received the part after Andrea McArdle turned it down. She is a marvelous replacement and deserves the same praise and attention that was lavished on McArdle.

Ruth Kobart is marvelous as the hateful Miss Hannigan. Kobart brings all of the horrific, deceit, and crabbiness that she can into the role.

Norwood Smith is perfectly lovable, as the busy, older,梳着心形头发的 orphan who is captured by the darling orphan. His character is extremely well-written—"You can't have to be nice to people on the way up if you're never going down again" and he is a shining success in the role.

The stage is glorious, up best, and has a message that should be carried throughout our lives. The musical, written by Charles Strouse, is one of the highlights during the production. The score varies from the definite show stopper "Tomorrow" to the lesser known numbers like "You're Never Dressed Without a Smile". All of the songs are splendid.

The best quality of Annie is its optimism. Andrea McArdle outgrew it. She is a natural. Kelly received the part after Andrea McArdle turned it down. She is amazing. The qualities and the strengths are too numerous to be listed. All of the reviews, awards, and hype, does not properly prepare the Boston hearts of theater goers everywhere. It captured seven Tony Awards, A New York strip.

The film stars Cheech Marin as the film's lead, with aGp My parents, Man takes the action never stops and every scene does force us to deal with social issues or problems but simply lets us sit back and enjoy the show.

The score is glorious, up beat, and has a message that should be carried throughout our lives. The musical, written by Charles Strouse, is one of the highlights during the production. The score varies from the definite show stopper "Tomorrow" to the lesser known numbers like "You're Never Dressed Without a Smile". All of the songs are splendid.
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The best quality of Annie is its optimism. Andrea McArdle outgrew it. She is a natural. Kelly received the part after Andrea McArdle turned it down. She is amazing. The qualities and the strengths are too numerous to be listed. All of the reviews, awards, and hype, does not properly prepare the Boston hearts of theater goers everywhere. It captured seven Tony Awards, A New York strip.
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The Red Sox dreams shattered for yet another year

continued from page 10

This catcher, above all, should be given plenty of rest. As important as Fisk is (why not DH at times) Zimmer stuck him in the lineup for all but six games. He also started him on Fisk's overall play. Did Zimmer forget about Montgomery and Kenefield?

A bench should play an important role on any champion yet Zimmer was reluctant to utilize his reserves late stages of games with serious lead-ins on many occasions. Why didn't the Red Sox try to trade for Oakland outsider Billy North who ended up in Los Angeles? The Sox, losing at this experience, speed, and hitting to the role on any champion yet Zimmer was by starting his young pitchers on Tuesdays, October 10 1:00

pennant (to Cleveland?) they just shuffle him (and maybe the bat. Did the Red Sox attempt to reach game or two down the stretch with his then again maybe he could have won a Sox. The Red Sox may have been better occasions to obey the orders of the mentor on several occasions to obey the orders of the mentor who has had arm trouble the Jenkins, Wise, Willoughby, and Jenkins would have added more to the team than Turner, Burgehal, or Ripley. Is that any way to build a pennant winner, on personalities?

The Bill Lee drama borders on the disgraceful. A three-time 17 game winner who has had arm trouble the past two years. Lee regained his form last August and was the top pitcher on the staff this spring. It appears though, that Don Zimmer decided Lee's fate on the left-handed personality. Lee was sent to the bullpen in August after experiencing a month's worth of weak to mediocre pitching. Mop up work was 26

based.

Mrs. Nancy Berg feels that it is a good move to train a much better teacher; 3) the experience of living in Washington can be very valuable especially to commuting students at Suffolk.

Students interested in the program may submit applications to Prof. Berg, who is the Campus Liaison to the WCLA and a member of the academic committee which meets three times a year in Washington to evaluate the program. His office is in Fenton 553. Every student must have permission from the head of his department to apply.

...office changes

continued from page 2

Mainly the decision was made. "Unfortunately, there should have been more extensive consultation and consideration for everyone involved," Senator stated.

Last fall when the Gami, a notice was sent to those involved in the change. But it was not until the decision was made. The notice gave no detailed explanation as to why the changes were made and made: "Please remember in your efforts to complete your classes this spring, you may move your materials as soon as possible." According to the notice the student was told of the first time they were told of the change.

Students: Activating Director Bonita Pappias who supervises the Ridgebury building, said she was left with the task of finding a way to get things set up regular meeting hours, get in touch with each other.

...scholarships

continued from page 5

The country's respective colleges that the student wants to attend have a minimum score for each of the SATs, ACTs and their respective minimum score for each of the SATs. Each year the Red Sox present one winner who has had arm trouble the Jenkins, Wise, Willoughby, and Jenkins would have added more to the team than Turner, Burgehal, or Ripley. Is that any way to build a pennant winner, on personalities?

The Bill Lee drama borders on the disgraceful. A three-time 17 game winner who has had arm trouble the past two years. Lee regained his form last August and was the top pitcher on the staff this spring. It appears though, that Don Zimmer decided Lee's fate on the left-handed personality. Lee was sent to the bullpen in August after experiencing a month's worth of weak to mediocre pitching. Mop up work was

...SGA

continued from page 3

Berg felt that it is a good experience for three major reasons: 1) it is a good job and a powerful reference; 2) students who may not get much out of a classroom or textbook find on it training a much better teacher; 3) the experience of living in Washington can be very valuable especially to commuting students at Suffolk. Students interested in the program may submit applications to Prof. Berg, who is the Campus Liaison to the WCLA and a member of the academic committee which meets three times a year in Washington to evaluate the program. His office is in Fenton 553. Every student must have permission from the head of his department to apply.

...Anne

continued from page 12

...sponsored by BU President John R. Silber. Silber's legislation, co-sponsored by senators Edward Kennedy and George McGovern, will provide up to $5,000 for students attending college. Elias asked the SGA to consider support for the Silber legislation. However, Student Activities Director, Gerald Lamb noted that the SGA should seek from other interested parties before Congress pending support to any specific proposal.

... clubs

continued from page 2

as the Jewish Nazi-hunter, Yakov Lieberman, who seven to control, and thereby stop, Mengele's plans. Lieberman is old and fragile, with an aura of sensibility that looks even Mengele onto it not taking him seriously. But Olivier brings out the old man's courage and intelligence so sensitively and successfully that this character is the heart of the film.

...Washington

continued from page 5

Sir Lawrence Olivier is perfect as the Israelite king and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Olivier is brilliant as he takes the role and then. He takes it to a level where it is possible to forget the plot. Oliver...
I know just about everybody in town." He smiles, saying "My roots are in Chicopee and the kids love it here. Even though I think Boston is number one in terms of major urban cities, but I wouldn't want to uproot my family now so I have to be on the bus back and forth from Chicopee to Boston. This is the price you have to pay for living in a town you are so very fond of."

When politics is not a major factor in his life, he turns very creative by writing for a local newspaper as a film critic. "I am a movie nut!" he states "especially like science fiction but I enjoy everything. Depending on the movie, we try to make it a family outing. I usually view all the films myself first, and if really like it, and the violence is at a minimum, I go again and this time take the entire family."

"Some times, socializing is business. Since he is out in Chicopee most of the week, throughout the week-end he will be putting in public appearances within the district. "It's the only socializing time I have," he comments. "My wife and I have to attend banquets, benefit dinners, and all the major social functions. We do enjoy it, and the violence is at a minimum, I go again and this time take the entire family."

"It's the only socializing time I have," he comments. "My wife and I have to attend banquets, benefit dinners, and all the major social functions. We do enjoy it, and the violence is at a minimum, I go again and this time take the entire family."

"Two nights a week he attends classes at Suffolk and within a year will have his MPA."

His initial reason for attending Suffolk was the convenience to work. But having attended either graduate schools, I have to say that for my field, Suffolk has an excellent program. "I feel I have used my knowledge practically here at work and I have learned some of my colleagues to start taking classes at Suffolk."

Education is a very important factor to him. Attending Westfield State College, University of Massachusetts and various other colleges throughout the country, he has earned a Masters degree in education. He has minor degrees in Physics and Chemistry, both of which he has taught on the high school level. He has lectured in several colleges on the importance of higher education. By early evening, his classes are over and he has a continuous decision to make. If he has an over abundance of homework, he will stay in town at one of the hotels. A light work load usually means a two hour bus ride back to Chicopee.

"Up in Smoke" proves the point even more for the van, but they wind up blowing their big chance to bust a huge drug smuggling ring. When Man throws a joint into the van's window, it lands inside a man's station wagon, the cops then arrest the man and allow Pedro and Man to drive away in the marijuana van. Lou Adler, better known for his efforts as a rock album producer, does a fine job in his first effort as a director. With the exception of Edie Adams and Strother Martin (who have only bit parts as Chang's parents) he is directing inexperienced actors. Cheech and Chang are comedians, not actors, and the rest of the cast has very little film experience. Changh and Cheech have proved through their albums that drugs can be funny and "Up in Smoke" proves the point even more emphatically. "Up in Smoke" will not win any awards, but it will however be one of the finest and funniest comedies of this or any other year.
Think parking is easy? Try it

by John Terra

Parking spaces ... the final frontier ... after four years of studying the problem, their four year mission ... to explore new parking garages to seek out new parking spaces and avoid meter maids ... to politely park ... no one in their right mind would want to park there. However, if you ask Yippie folk, parking at Suffolk is one of those things that make the student living, Suffolk's up 67%. People talk about parking ya ca in Hadid yard, but let's see anyone park their cars on the hilltop. Personally, I would rather dress up as Yasser Arafat and parachute into the crowd than get a visit from a paraparist. It is crowded Jewish marketplace packed on the hilltop.

Many Suffolk students drive a car (or reasonable facsimile thereof) to the University. These people are incredibly wise. They choose to avoid the climate controlled "T" (Hot in summer, cold in winter.) This alleged means of transportation is very entertaining. When else can you hear a Chinese-Japanese play the disco version of a Korean funeral song on the tape? And who can forget the diligence of the leaflet distributors? They seek to recruit the Eggplant Liberation Army," they say, showing their leaflets in your mouth, ear, or down your shirt. The above paragraph is reason enough why not to take the "T".

So there you are, behind the wheel of your car, looking for a parking space. You hunt between two cars. No, van isn't a hydrant there. How about over there? A Beatnik would fit snugly in there. You swear and pound the dashboard of your Cadillac. (Hey, wait a minute! If you have a reasonable facsimile thereof) to the parking. (Does Suffolk have visiting parking spaces? I would park before! Yep folks, parking at the Ridgeway Building whenever you pass it, and be nice to meter maids.

As for meter maids, they belong to the species named Policous Botomious Painithenmessus. They gray on cars with expired meters. They hunt during the day, and should be approached with caution. This odd creature sometimes travels in packs.

Some people have let the pressure of parking go to their heads. There has been many a story of angered students engaging in violence. Several parking meters have filled complaints of being flogged with rampages by enraged students who do not have the correct change.

Meanwhile, the controversy rages on. Perhaps President Carter will bring it all to Camp David to negotiate a peace treaty. Or maybe he will let us park our cars at Camp David. At the minimum, either take the "T" (Ahad fosshankhali), or push ya car in Hadid yard. No one will know the difference.

Students have looked everywhere. All efforts to park on the hill have failed miserably. See what you can do to correct this situation. But beware; there are various hazards located throughout the area. You are not permitted to pass through these danger zones. Lines are not to be crossed. Hurry; time is running short. Find a path from the car to the parking space.